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What is the relationship between these photos?  Well, the trash looks the same in  both.  And underneath the 
trash on the left is a storm drain inlet.  On the right is the shoreline of Lake Merritt after a recent rain.  Could 
it be that the trash from streets and sidewalks goes down the storm drains to the Lake.  YES – it does.  There 
are 60+ drain inlets at our lake and they collect stuff from 7 square miles of our watershed (which sheds not 
only water, but also trash).  See how pretty all the plastic trash is?  The Regional Water Quality Control 
Board doesn’t think so.  They have listed the uses of Lake Merritt as being “impaired” due to trash (and low 
oxygen - but that is another story – see below).  Your job, as a lake volunteer, is too clean it up.  If you can’t, 
become a member of the Institute (see contact information above) and we’ll do it for you.   
 
CLIMATE CORNER: How can you help? 
It is frustrating to read about the latest climate disaster every day (our mega-drought in California, ocean 
warming and starving sea lion pups, Navy bases threatened by sea level rise etc.) and not be able to do 
anything about it.  But fear not!  You can do something about it.  To start, go to this link and watch the short 
video.   
 

http://citizensclimatelobby.org/climate-change-solutions-speak-up-for-climate/ 



 
Then, send it to your friends.  Then, join the Citizens’ Climate Lobby.  Then, come to the nation’s capital in 
June and meet members of congress in their offices in the House and Senate office buildings.  Yes, you can 
do that, just like the Koch brothers lobbyists.  You will not however, be paid as much as they are.  
 
There, you will find others who are laser focused both on a specific piece of legislation and a proven strategy 
to gain its passage. Our plan, Carbon Fee and Dividend, is the one climate change solution economists and 
climate scientists alike say is the “best first-step” to preventing the worst impacts of a warming world.   
 
So join the cause.  Join the good guys that are doing something about climate disruption: People like Pope 
Francis, Barack Obama, television and screen stars Ian Somerhalder, Matt Damon and Leonardo DiCaprio, 
United Nations leader Ban Ki-moon, James Hansen, George Shultz, Al Gore, Bill McKibben, Richard 
Branson, companies like Nike, Google, Apple … and the list goes on.  Or, by your silence, you could support 
the work of the Koch Brothers, who have spent millions of dollars funding climate denial front groups, and 
plan to spend 889 million in the 2016 election in an attempt to delay creating a national climate policy.  
Whose side are you on?   
 
A great man once said that the word is mightier than the sword.  Now were are engaged in a great battle to 
determine is the dollar is mightier than the word, so let your word be heard.  
 

http://citizensclimatelobby.org/climate-change-solutions-speak-up-for-climate/ 
 
 

DUCKWEED SPANS THE LAKE: No, no, no: 
It is not algae.  That grows here in the summer, not 
in February.   
 
It is duckweed, a fresh water plant made up of 
small leaflets. It actually has a tiny root and is 
great food for waterfowl, which have been feasting 
on it here lately.  
 
Where does it come from? The source is a quarry 
pond below the golf course by the shopping center 
at Broadway and Pleasant Valley Road.  It grows 
there all summer, and when rain raises the level of 
the pond, it overflows the outlet pipe, dashes down 
Glen Echo Creek, and into the Lake.  
 
Good? Yes; for birds.  Bad? Yes; it decomposes 
and uses up oxygen.  Levels on February 17 near 
where this photo was taken were only 3 parts per 
million on top, and 2 on the  bottom (not high 
enough to sustain higher forms of life and below 
the 5 ppm standard).  Even at the center of the 
Lake, levels were 4 near the surface, and 3 near the 
bottom.  Duckweed was also seen in the Lake on 
December 16th, whose decomposition may have 
contributed to a red tide on December 26th, when 

oxygen at mid depth (7 feet) was zero, probably exacerbated by closed flood control gates.   



 
Aside from killing duckweed in the quarry pond (not a good idea) there is not much that can be done to keep 
it out of the lake, but an aeration bubbler system would avoid the low oxygen levels.  Sadly, such a proposed 
system was rejected, and the low oxygen levels keep coming.   
 
CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES AT THE BOATING CENTER: 
Now scheduled to be complete by April 1 (April Fools day) the new 
rest rooms, parking lot, bulk head wall, swale, entrance patio and 
walkways are nearing completion.  Boating Center programs are 
being scheduled to begin in March, after the concrete dries.   
 
 
  Meanwhile, our avian friends decided to check out the wet concrete.  
 
 
When complete, the boat hoists (two) will have been replaced and the 
Institute will once again be able to take the aeration fountains out of 
the water for maintenance.  Add several weeks for a motor to be 
shipped to the factory for repair or replacement, and the fountains 
should be back on in May.   
 
 
MERRITT BLVD. TRASHED AND BURNING: Millions of dollars of measure DD money were spent on 
a new bridge over the Lake Merritt channel, and a fabulous, new light show was installed on the walls of the 
walkway below Merritt Boulevard.  But if Sam Merritt were here recently, he would have been disgusted.  
Nightly, fires were lit on the sidewalk, trash was everywhere (along with human dung) and the homeless 
even moved in their own barbeque.  To make it worse, the light show quit working and no one has fixed it.  
And what was a tourist destination for gondola patrons could not be visited because of catcalls from those 
who had taken over this public space.  At one point, city maintenance crews used a mini-bulldozer to clean it 
up.  The police started enforcing laws to stop the problem and as of February 25th, the walkway was clean 
during the day, but occupied again at night. Being homeless is unfortunate, but does not give anyone the 
right to ruin public spaces by setting fires and driving out legitimate businesses.  Why not send a patrol car 
down along the channel walkway every night?  And, we need to get the light show fixed!   
 
BIRD COLUMN: Here's the scoop: Good Looks at Old Friends 
 
Nothing truly astonishing on the February 4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon walk, but much to delight 
the attending birders - especially the half-dozen of the twenty or so who stayed to the end and had the chance 
to watch a Bewick’s Wren (small and brown, with a thin curved beak and a bright white eyebrow line) 
investigating the Bee Hotel in the garden. A pair nested there last year, and this one - with a puff of seed fluff 
firmly beaked - was searching in and out of every wren-sized opening, apparently looking for the perfect 
spot. That book-ended the day neatly, as it began with a male Nuttall’s Woodpecker showing off his ladder 
back and red head in the trees beside the geodesic dome cage, where we never ever saw a woodpecker 
before. 
 
The female Belted Kingfisher (recognizable by both blue and rust-colored belts) was fishing from the island, 
not yet disturbed by the Double-crested Cormorants (with bunny-ear crests on their normally snakelike 
heads) who were beginning to assemble for the nesting season. Or by the resident Red-tailed Hawk, sitting 
almost invisible on a lower branch of one of the big trees on the island. (Resident? No sign of nesting, but 
when you often see a red-tail in the area and it’s *always* a very dark - and therefore rare - morph, you can 
assume it’s the same bird each time.) 



 
The species count was 48 - missing a few regulars but including two Great Blue Herons, two pairs of 
Common Goldeneyes (the black and white drakes with round moon shapes on their cheeks) and a half-dozen 
female Common Mergansers (biggish gray ducks with scraggy auburn crests, white chin-patches, and long 
red fish-eaters’ beaks). An early Northern Rough-winged Swallow zipped past like a brown bullet, possibly 
scoping out the lakeside wall where they nested last year), a flock of Cedar Waxwings landed briefly on one 
of the island trees and then swooped off in a tight bunch, and a Common Raven flew past overhead, standing 
out from the crows by his long diamond-shaped tail. 
 
And over beside the Children’s Art Center, the workmen had opened part of the construction area to lake 
water, making the first ripples of the new wetland-to-be! A hopeful sign on a good day at Lake Merritt, 
where every... single... day... is a good day indeed. 
 
HOW DOES THE WETLAND GROW? Last  year, as part 
of the Measure DD project, a tidal marsh was created along 
the channel just south to the bridge.  Chosen species of 
wetland plants (pickleweed, Jaumea, Atriplex etc.) were 
planted from just above the low tide mudflat to the upper tidal 
height.  Then the birds came and ate them.  Not to be deterred, 
Joel Peter and his volunteers re-planted and fenced off the 
new tasty vegetation, which is beginning to grow and colonize 
the area.  Decades ago, such bountiful habitat graced much of 
our lagoon shoreline.  We heartily welcome back this fine 
example of ecological restoration.   
 
RECENT SCENES FROM THE LAKE  

 
     These migrants (bufflehead on the left, goldeneye on the right) will soon be gone.  See them before they get away.  
 

Photos by Lee Aurich 
 
 

This edition of “Tidings” was published entirely with private funding donated to the Lake Merritt Institute, and not 
with funds from the City of Oakland.  To contribute to the Institute, use PayPal at our website or send a check to: The 
Lake Merritt Institute, 568 Bellevue Avenue, Oakland, CA 94610.  Mail will go to a P.O. Box, but it is going through.  

 
By April 1, we expect to be back in the office at the Boating Center, with access to a boat hoist, garage and classroom. 


